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offer support when needed. Just recently when we were at the Inquiry in Sale on day two, myself [
Maggie ] got so upset listening to Rob Annells telling so many untruths. Especially about our
School children. When they commenced production testing in May 2013, the children had to be
calmed down by teachers after becoming quite distressed. One prep likened the sound to "
rockets " while others thought a plane was about to crash over their heads. The letter was sent to
Hon. David Davis Health Minister, Level 22, 50 Lonsdale St Melbourne 3000. 23.05.2013.
I Had to leave the room as I was so upset and a few of my friends came to sit with me. It effects
us all in one way or another.
3. Through all our community meetings and concerns we have learned a lot about the regulations
our food producers are obligated by law to make sure what they produce is safe to consume with
no containments.
As consumers this is why we strongly believe that Onshore Unconventional Gas Mining cannot
coexist with existing land and water users, when Food and Fibre exports in Victoria in October
2014 were $11.4 billion in 2013-14 a rise of $1.2 billion or 12% on the previous year, reflecting the
good health of the rural sector, more than NSW, and Queensland.
What guarantees and assurances can the Victorian Government give us , that our Food, Land,
and Air will remain safe?
Our home and land is our investment, what will happen to our Real Estate values,and depreciation
of land values and our equity in our home?
4. We have been told repeatly by politicians that there is more than 30yrs of Gas off shore.
According to the Australian Energy Market there is no Gas shortage in Victoria or any where else
in Australia so there is no need to risk the health of crucial farmland just to extract gas we do not
need.
No amount of Gas production will reduce the prices the consumers have to pay. Gas prices have
increased because LNG exports from the East Coast have linked us to International markets
where prices are higher. A Victorian Gas Industry will not save consumers more. The best solution
for Consumers to reduce gas bills,is through energy efficiency initiative.
Finally we would like the Parliamentary Inquiry to recommend a Ban on Onshore
Unconventional Gas Mining in Victoria as we do not not believe it can coexist with our Ninety Mile
Beach, our farming communities and Tourism in our lovely area. The risks to our Water, Land, Air,
and Health is to much of a risk.
We would like to Support a representative from Gasfield Free Seaspray to make a presentation at
a Hearing.
Thank You.
Regards Maggie & Gary Evison.
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